Magnum Optimum® 1208-960
2500.461 - 665 L
Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Folded height (mm)
Unit load (Kg)
Stack load (Kg)
Dynamic load (Kg)

1200 x 800 x 958
1142 x 742 x 785
52.0
295 / 265
750*
3200
1600

Schoeller Allibert
Returnable Plastic
Packaging Solutions

99 full Magnum Optimum® in a mega trailer.

2 skids, 2 feet /2 drop doors.

* approved according to DIN EN 13 626.

363 folded Magnum Optimum® in a mega trailer.

Magnum Optimum® 1208

Accessories
2508.000 - Optiframe® (set of 2)
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Ext. (mm)
1200 x 800 x 105
Weight (Kg)
2.5
Version
2 x 2508.000 are necessary
to equip one Magnum Optimum® 1208.
®

Packaging: 70 sets of Optiframe on pallet 1200 x 800. To equip one
Magnum Optimum® with an Optiframe®, you need to order 2 x XXXXXXXX.

4 Different base options

2 Doors
2 skids
2 feet version

Ref. 2500.481
2 Doors
3 skids version

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Ref. 2500.491
2 Doors
8 feet version

Ref. 2500.441
2 Doors
4 feet version

Please visit our website
www.schoellerallibert.com

In line with its policy of continuous development, Schoeller Allibert reserve the right to amend product specifications described in this
catalogue without prior notice. Most of products are protected by patent, registered design or copyright. Texts, characteristics, pictures
and plans are not contractual. Design and production by MAGINA – Creation 09/2018.

Ref. 2500.461

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Magnum Optimum® 1208: The New Dimension for Industrial Logistics
A new footprint for the most efficient reverse logistics
Maximised truck payload and profitability
Lightweight (7% lighter than the previous generation) and
offering 12% more volume thanks to the double wall structure,
the Magnum Optimum® 1208 significantly increases
truck payload any
folding metal or
plastic containers: less
trucks are needed,
fuel consumption and
carbon footprint are
reduced.

With the highest folding ratio on the market : 72% the new 1200 x 800 Magnum
Optimum® stacks folded up to 9 in a standard truck and 11 in a mega trailer.
Reverse logistics costs are minimised by 36% and storage space of empties by
30% compared to the previous generation of FLC.

Ergonomics and handling efficiency
Non sequential folding and easy to use
locking devices inside the panels allow
one operator on one side to erect and
fold the Magnum Optimum® 1208.
New unique push self-lock door for
improved ergonomics and maximum
labour savings. Deep opening on one
side and one end in standard version
for versatile and easy loading and
unloading.

Secured loads thanks to strap locations
and pins in the base angles.

Smooth and easy to clean
Smooth internal and external surfaces allow fast and easy cleansing,
avoid water retention and protect content from damages.
The lid (in option) increases protection and prevents contamination
of content.

Versatile
modular system
The Optiframe® spacer allows increasing usable height by 105 mm step
adapting volume to the type of content. For the Automotive industry logistics,
dunnages, plastic or textile, fit inside the folded Magnum Optimum® 1208 for an
efficient empties return .

Multiple identification options
Integrated A5 label holders on one end and one side,
bar code label recessed zones, large marking plates on
four walls, RFID and IOT ready, Magnum Optimum® 1208
options are multiple for maximised flexibility.

